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Warner Bros. Consumer Products and Warner Bros. Television Partner with 

Con*Quest Journals For Harry Potter™ and Fantastic Beasts™ Licensed 
Journals and Accessories 

 
Indianapolis, IN, September 1, 2018 – Warner Bros. Consumer Products and Warner 
Bros. Television partnering with Con*Quest Journals, creator of journals and 
accessories to collect and protect fandom memories, today announced the creation of a 
new line of Harry Potter™ and Fantastic Beasts™ branded planners, journals, stickers 
and social stationary through a license with Warner Bros. Consumer Products. 

With a fan-centric focus, the new Harry Potter line will be introduced with a 2019 
Weekly Planner. This 7” x 9” spiral bound planner includes your favorite Hogwarts™ 
classes and four sheets of House stickers with which to decorate your weeks and 
months. Available for pre-order at conquestjournal.com, the planners will ship to 
customers beginning in late October. 

Taking a turn to the Dark Arts™, Con*Quest Journals has also developed a set of 
seven journals featuring Death Eater™ masks. Lined, dot grid, graph and plain pages 
comprise the assortment, all housed in a collectible Death Eater™ box. Also available 
for pre-order at conquestjournal.com today, the notebooks will ship to customers 
beginning in late October. 

“As a Slytherin™ and passionate Harry Potter fan, developing this product line is a 
dream come true,” said Shelley Harper, co-Founder at Con*Quest Journals. “We have 
a vision for more completely unique journals and creative accessories that we hope 
Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts fans will love as much as we do, bringing a little 
magic to their plans and experiences.” 

For more information on Con*Quest Journals and its Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts 
product line, please visit conquestjournal.com. 

About Warner Bros. Consumer Products 
Warner Bros. Consumer Products, a Warner Bros. Entertainment Company, is one of 
the leading licensing and retail merchandising organizations in the world. 
 
About Con*Quest Journals 
Con*Quest Journals™ are the place to collect and protect your fandom memories with 
journals and creative accessories. Inspired by business partners’ Ted Thompson and 
Shelley Harper’s need to store their own convention, travel and event memorabilia, the 
first Con*Quest journals were developed in 2014. Con*Quest is based in Seattle, 
Washington and Indianapolis, Indiana. For more information, please visit 
conquestjournal.com or call Shelley Harper at 317-294-1567.  
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